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There are cockrings, jelly vaginas, penis
pumps and a few other things like that but
the only thing I ever saw that looked
half-decent was the Venus. A thing I saw
from realdoll is a doll made out of silicon
according to your desires for several
thousand dollars but the thing is if youre
going to have sex with it, youll destroy it in
no time at all. They ship to you in a trunk.
Men use vibrators in their butts. There are
prostate massagers on the market to vibrate
the outer skin between your balls and
asshole. Theyre like clit stimulators.
Cockrings are not really sex toys even
though some have soft, brushlike stuff on
them that hits the clitoris as the guy thrusts
thereby stimulating it. Some older guys
and guys with performance anxiety slip on
a cockring after theyre hard in order to
keep the blood in there and stay hard for
the duration of the intercourse. The danger
is that toxins can build up in the trapped
blood because it is getting no oxygen. This
could lead to medical problems in the
penis. The general safe time is considered
to be twenty minutes. Anything longer
could cause cells in the penis to start dying
because they are not getting a fresh supply
of oxygen. If you plan to use a cockring,
use lube to help ge tit on and off easily.
There are various vaginas for men on the
market like penis pumps, dolls and
artificial vaginas. Cyberskin is a material
that replicates the feel of human skin. A
cyberskin vagina has a small entry hole
that expands to fit a penis when inserted for
a snug fit. Some guys add vibrating bullets
to one of these vaginas to enhance the
effect. There are a number of blow job
simulators on the market like the Oro
Stimulator
or
Autoblow,
roboticblowjob.com. Ive seen really cheap
inflatable love dolls from Latex Lover all
the way up to the silicon real doll. Most
have three openings; vagina, anus, mouth.
Some vibrate via vibrator bullets. The
latest stuff is a Virtual Sex Machine for
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men, a blow-job type machine with a porn
DVD that you watch while using it. The
True-to-Life Interactive Game goes
through a date where you control the
action. Male masturbators are small sex
toys akin to the female bullet vibrator. It is
spozed to small and compact and look kind
of like a computer mouse. They say you
can take it on the trip but the security guy
at the airport might ask what its for. A
male masturbator is ribbed on the inside.
Some male masturbators vibrate with
batteries. Others are small fleshlights. A
realistic vagina is a silicon vagina. Some
use batteries or plug in to vibrate. Quite
often a porn star endorses them, claiming
its a mold of her vagina. There are realistic
asses/ assholes. Some are on the backside
of a realistic vagina.
Penis pumps
temporarily pump blood into the penis.
Thats it. Insert your cock into the chamber,
create suction by pumping until the
vacuum forces blood into it. Some penis
pumps vibrate. There are ball stretchers
that temporarily or permanently stretch the
scrotum. They do this for pleasure. They
are either metal or leather rings that stretch
the scrotum to hang lower than it usually
does. In my opinion, all those sex toys
made out of silicon-like stuff will be
destroyed very quickly, even the fleshlight
and the real doll. Imagine humping away
at one of these things. How many times
before you shred and rip the hell out of it?
I tried a few of these things. Get real.
Some piece of silicon is gonna break up if
you hump it like you mean it. I know the
answer. Ive been sending emails to sex toy
manufacturers trying to get them to build
my hands-free sex toy but nobody seems
interested so I have to wait until I earn
enough money to build it myself. Mens
Sex Toy Websites
jerking-off.org
funkybrownchick.com
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